WHY BECOME A
CONSCIOUS COMPANY?

Implementing conscious business practices isn’t just about doing
the right thing or being nice. In fact, the research on the advantages
of consciousness just keeps pouring in: self-aware leadership,
sustainability, and other companion practices elevate human
wellbeing even as they benefit the bottom line. But don’t just take
our word for it — here’s the latest evidence of the benefits of
becoming a conscious company.

It’s healthier for workers
A 2014 study found people with
a purpose live longer, even when
researchers controlled for other
markers of wellbeing.

Customers want it
90%

Less burnout

A 2016 meta-analysis of 58
studies found that how strongly
we identify with the people or
organization where we work is
associated with better health
and lower burnout.

More fulfillment

87%
of global consumers
believe that business
needs to place at least
equal weight on society’s interests as on
business’s interests.

88%
of Millennials feel their job is more
fulfilling when they have the
opportunity to make a positive impact.

of workers say that “a job where I can make
an impact” is important to their happiness.

Life Satisfaction

Employees’ life satisfaction steadily
increases as more core needs are met.
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of consumers would
switch brands if a
different brand of similar
quality supported a
good cause.

of global
consumers agree
that business
must play a role in
addressing societal
issues.

94%

+66%
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Needs Met

+77%
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Racial Equality
87%
Women’s Rights
84%
Cost of Higher Education
81%
Immigration
78%
Climate Change
76%
Gun Control
65%
LGBTQ Rights
64%

Buyers will reward you for it
80%

53%

+42% +56%

of citizens believe it’s
important that business
signs up to meet the UN’s
Global Goals for Sustainable
Development.

73%

80%

Domestic Job Growth

Percent of respondents who said it’s important for
companies to address this issue

Longer life

consumers also want companies to address issues
that are active in the news

of the general
population would
rather pay more
for products and
services that
are produced
responsibly.

78%

55%

50%

33%

of citizens say
of global consumers
of customers buy
that they are more
are willing to pay
based on their
likely to buy the
extra for products
beliefs, and 30%
goods and services
and services from
of consumers
of companies that
companies
worldwide say that
signed up for the
committed to
they now make such
UN Global Goals
positive social and
decisions more often
for Sustainable
environmental
than they did 3
Development.
impact, a rise of 10%
years ago.
from 2011 to 2014.

of consumers
already purchase
products with
sustainability in
mind.

Among belief-driven buyers, 23% say they would pay a 25% premium for brands that
support their position, 51% would be loyal buyers for a brand that spoke up on a social issue
rather than than staying silent, 48% would advocate for and defend such a brand, and 67%
would buy a brand for the first time based solely on its position on a controversial topic.
For a complete list of sources and links, visit consciouscompanymedia.com/issue15sources
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Percent of executives who say their company is successful

Purpose
spurs
innovation

Purposeful company

Company developing a purpose

Improved stock
market performance
The cumulative stock market returns of “Firms of Endearment” — companies that have a higher purpose beyond profit and take all stakeholders
into account — outperformed those of the companies in the S&P 500 by 14
times and outperformed those of companies analyzed in Jim Collins’ classic
book “Good to Great” by 6 times between 1998 and 2013.
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Companies with highly
engaged workforces
outperform their peers by

147%

19%

31%

53%

in earnings
per share.

In the past 3 years, 42% of non-purpose-led
companies showed a drop in revenue, while 85% of
purpose-led companies showed positive growth.

Increased revenue

42%

Sound corporate responsibility management has the
potential to increase revenues by up to 20%.

6:1

% of nonpurpose-led
companies that
showed drop in
revenue

14:1

225%

[

S&P 500

FoE

118%

1681%

More productive employees

G2G
263%

“Inspired” employees generate 225% of the productivity
that employees who are merely “satisfied” do.

144%
“High-sustainability” companies that voluntarily adopt sustainability
policies “significantly outperform their counterparts over the long
term, in terms of both stock market and accounting performance.”

100%
71%

Growth of $1 invested in an equally weighted portfolio of
high-sustainability fims vs. low-sustainability firms
high-sustainability firms

In a review of 200 studies on
sustainability and corporate performance:

% of purposeled companies
that showed
positive growth

Company lacking a purpose

Cumulative Returns 1998–2013

% of
studies
that
agree

85%

100% Productivity

low-sustainability firms

$25
$20

90% concluded that good environmental,
social, and governance standards lower
the cost of capital.
88% showed that good environmental,
social, and governance practices result in
better operational performance.
80% showed that stock price performance
is positively correlated with good
sustainability practices.
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where are the resources?

Improved retention and
employee loyalty

Sound corporate responsibility:

Has the same effect on
retention as an increase
in annual salary of
$3,700/year.

Reduces the average
turnover rate by
between 25 and
50%.

the world needs more
conscious companies
1% of the world’s
population now CONTROLS
MORE THAN 50% OF THE
PLANET’S WEALTH.

Total U.S.
revenue
by sector

NON-PROFITS
$1.2 TRILLION

GOVERNMENT
$3.1 TRILLION
CORPORATIONS
$20.1 TRILLION

1.3 BILLION TONS OF FOOD
ARE WASTED EVERY YEAR
while almost 1 billion people
are undernourished and
another 1 billion go hungry.

Nearly 2.2 billion
people live on LESS
THAN $2 A DAY.

Employees who find meaning
in their work report being

2.8 times
2.2 times

more satisfied with
their jobs.

93%
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of people want to
work for a company
whose CEO is actively
involved in corporate
responsibility and/or
environmental issues.

51%
of people believe brands can do more to solve social ills than the government can
On average — and taking
into account population size
— INCOME INEQUALITY
INCREASED BY 11% in
developing countries between
1990 and 2010.

Recruiting is easier

of employees
want to work for
a company that
cares about them
as an individual.

2.5 billion people
worldwide LACK ACCESS
TO BASIC SANITATION
and almost 800 million
people lack access
to water.

Reduces the annual quit
rate by between 3 and
3.5%, which can save
replacement costs —
up to between 90 and
200% of an employee’s
annual salary for each
person who stays.

more likely to stay with their
organizations and are

86%

believe it’s important
that their own employer
is responsible to society
and the environment,
with over half (55%)
feeling that it’s “very
important.”

One in five people still
LACK CONSISTENT
ACCESS TO
ELECTRICITY.

51%

won’t work for
a company that
doesn’t have
strong social and
environmental
commitments.

470 MILLION NEW
JOBS WILL BE NEEDED
GLOBALLY to employ
new entrants to the labor
market between 2016 and
2030.

75%

of employees who feel
that their company
is environmentally
responsible will
recommend it, vs.
43% of those who feel
that theirs is not.

Given current concentrations and
ongoing emissions of greenhouse
gases, it’s likely that by the end of
this century the increase in global
temperature will exceed 2.7°F.
THE WORLD’S OCEANS WILL WARM
AND ICE MELT WILL CONTINUE.

82%

of employees at companies
involved in a broader
societal cause would
recommend their company
as an employer, compared
to 57% of employees
at companies not so
involved.
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